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Over the last decade, several miniature robots 
have been proposed to be used for investigati-

on operations in narrow spaces [1], [2]. These robots 
became popular because of their low cost, rapid pro-
totyping, and high maneuverability [3], [4], [5]. With 
all of these capabilities, many different miniature ro-
bots have been designed to serve different duties with 
their interesting mechanical designs. Because of the 
lightweight nature of the miniature scale, researchers 
designed miniature jumping robots that can jump 27 
times higher than their own height [6]. Some researc-
hers also proposed controllers for their stance phase 
[7]. Several research groups also combined jumping 
and running and manufactured palm-size robots that 
can both run and jump [8], [9]. 

However, these miniature robots suffer from loco-
motion issues while moving in confined spaces such as 
collapsed buildings after natural disasters or closed are-
as like inside metal pipes. To tackle these problems, re-
searchers proposed c-shaped legged robots. RHex is one 
of the first robots developed as c-shaped legged robots 
[10]. With the help of a c-shaped structure, the legs have 
compliance, and this helps the robot to have better loco-
motion over different terrains. But many of the c-shaped 
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legged robots are on a bigger scale, and this makes them 
immobile in small, confined spaces.

To overcome these locomotion issues, reconfigu-
rable miniature robots have been proposed by researc-
hers [11]. Reconfigurable robots get together to comp-
lete a specific task, such as climbing an obstacle [12] or 
moving an object [13]. Then, when the task is completed, 
they separate from each other, and they can continue 
their independent tasks. The main motivation behind 
these robots comes from biology.

In nature, animals collaborate with each other to 
complete complex tasks more easily. An example of this 
collaboration can be given as the army ants. They build 
complicated structures to make some tasks possible for 
the whole group of ants while one ant cannot complete. 
For instance, they construct bridges over different pla-
ces they want to fill, and they build those structures to 
speed up the movements of the whole colony from one 
place to another [14].

Social insects like ants, bees, or termites commu-
nicate with each other for different reasons. They might 
want to complete a task, they might be telling where 

A B S T R A C T

This work introduces the reconfigurable, foldable, legged, and miniature robot (REMIRO), 
a palm-size modular robot with compliant c-shaped legs. The robot’s body modules are 

made by folding acetate sheets. The legs connected to these modules are made of Polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS) using molding. The backbone modules are made of Thermoplastic 
polyurethane (TPU) using 3D printing. In this study, we propose a path tracking algorithm 
for our robot that enables our modules to move from a random initial location to the pose re-
quired to lock with another module. We also design and manufacture backbones with embed-
ded permanent magnets to allow connection between modules. We also present a kinematic 
model of our robot utilizing c-shaped leg kinematics, predicting the forward differential kin-
ematics of the robot, which is then used to test the path tracking algorithm. Our experiments 
show that the proposed path tracking algorithm moves our robot to the desired location with 
an average positioning error of 5mm and an average orientation error of 22°, which are small 
enough to permit docking between modules.
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In our new robot, we aim to change our existing mo-
dular robot into a reconfigurable robot so that our modules 
can work on their own around the field and also can dock 
with each other when needed. For example, they can con-
duct surveillance missions around large environments and 
when they come across a big obstacle, they can dock and 
climb it, then undock and continue their own tasks.

To enable this reconfigurability, we propose a new ro-
bot design with c-shaped legs with a new controller board 
that can communicate wirelessly. In our new design, our 
robots can track a path under the motion tracking system 
and dock with each other with the help of our newly desig-
ned backbones. This section talks about the design and ma-
nufacturing of the robot, and backbones, gives an overview 
about the forward and inverse kinematics of the c-shaped 
legs, and mentions the proposed path tracking algorithm. 

Design and Manufacturing of the Robot

REMIRO is an origami-inspired untethered robot that is 
made by folding an acetate sheet, as can be seen from the 
CAD drawings of a module shown in Fig. 2.  It has two 
c-shaped soft legs, two dc motors, a Li-Po battery, and a
control board. A single module weighs 30.3 grams and
has the dimensions of 44.5mm x 24.2mm x 25mm wit-
hout its legs.

As the first step of manufacturing, we laser cut previ-
ously designed 2D patterns. Then, we put the required 3D 
printed parts like motor holders, locks for connecting back-
bones, etc. Then, we put motors inside the holders, locks to 
the required places and conclude the folding process. After 
that, we solder the control board with rotary sensors, and 
this soldering holds the legs and the robot body together.

In the manufacturing of the c-shaped soft legs, we use 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the material with its cu-
ring agent. After mixing the PDMS and its curing agent, we 
put the mixture into a vacuum to get rid of the bubbles insi-
de the mixture. Then, we fabricate a camshaft that connects 

food is, or they may tell each other the state of the enemy. 
Those social insects can achieve this communication in 
different ways, e.g., using pheromones (scent), touch, body 
language, sound, and trophallaxis, which means sharing 
food [15]. At the end of the communication, insects can get 
various information, e.g., where to go for the food or where 
the enemy is. In a case, such as building a bridge, an ant first 
learns where to go for this task, then moves to that place and 
touches other ants. Finally, it determines how to dock with 
other ants.

Getting the inspiration from the collaboration betwe-
en the army ants, we present a new reconfigurable, foldab-
le, legged, and miniature robot (REMIRO). Shown in Fig. 1, 
REMIRO has foldable body modules, c-shaped compliant 
legs, and soft backbones. Modules of the robot have the 
capability to track a path with our proposed path-tracking 
algorithm and dock with each other successfully. The cont-
ributions of this work are the design of a new reconfigurable 
and miniature robot, a path tracking algorithm to move the 
modules, a backbone design to connect the modules, and 
the experimental results showing the locomotion behaviors 
of the modules.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Our previous work [16], presents a soft, modular, legged 
robot with c-shaped legs (C-SMoLBot). It has a rigid body, 
compliant (soft) legs, and its backbones can be either 
rigid or soft depending on the design choice. Its modu-
les are made of acetate sheets by folding, the backbones 
which connects these modules, and the compliant legs 
are made of PDMS using 3D printed molds. Each module 
has its own controller, and they communicate with each 
other via wired I2C connection. Before the operation, 
the modules must be connected with metal pins to each 
other manually and communication cables around the 
modules have to be soldered. In other words, this robot, 
albeit modular, lacks the reconfigurability desired.

Figure 2. CAD drawing of one module of REMIRO.

Figure 1. Two REMIRO modules with two different backbones. Three 
markers are attached to each module to track the positions of modules 
under the motion tracking system.
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the leg with the motor with 3D printing. Finally, we put this 
camshaft inside its slot in the mold as shown in Fig. 3, pour 
the PDMS mixture inside the mold, and cure it for three 
hours in the oven at 60oC. We produce the molds with 3D 
printing as top and bottom parts. This separation eases the 
removal process.

As the last mechanical part of the robot, we manufac-
ture backbones. Each module has two half backbones, one 
half in the front and one half in the rear and we produce 
them from Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) using 3D 
printing. Using TPU as the material provides compliance 
to the backbones. Backbones have two different variations 
that work as a locking mechanism. Indentation and protru-
sion places in the backbones for locking can be seen in Fig. 4 
on each backbone. Also, by changing the thickness of these 
parts, the stiffness of the backbone can be controlled. Doc-
king happens with the help of four permanent Neodymium 
magnets. These magnets have the size of 3.5mm x 3.5mm 
x 1.5mm. Horizontal holes provide locations to put pins to 
connect backbones with modules.

Each module has its electronic control board. This 
board has one ESP32-WROOM-32 module that has Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, and a microcontroller (ESP32-D0WDQ6). Other 
than these, each REMIRO module has a motor driver to 
control two DC motors separately and a 150 mAh Li-Po bat-
tery with a 3.7V supply. With all these capabilities, a single 
module REMIRO can serve as a fully untethered robot. Two 
infinite turn potentiometers are used as encoders for the fe-
edback control. Using these sensors, the phase between the 
two legs in a single module can be controlled.

Forward and Inverse Differential Kinematics of 
the Robot

The single module of REMIRO is a differential drive 
robot that utilizes semi-circular c-shaped legs instead of fi-
xed standard wheels. For a fixed standard wheel, the relation 
between the linear velocity ( x ) and the angular velocity (ϕ
) of the wheel can be written as:

x rϕ=  (1)

Whereas for the c-shaped legs, the relation between the 
linear velocity and the angular velocity is based on three 
modes of motion. These can be listed as rolling, overturning, 
and pure rotation [17]. We use following assumptions to de-
termine the kinematic model c-shaped legs:

• No Slip: Relative velocity between the ground and 
the wheel contact point is zero.

• Rigid One-Dimension Semi-Circle Leg: C-shaped 
legs used for the REMIRO are compliant in order to enhan-
ce mobility. The position of the robot is naturally affected by 
the flexibility of the legs. However, for developing a model 
for the motion without dynamic calculations, rigidity is a 
core assumption.

Defining the mode of the motion (rolling, overturning, 
or pure rotation) according to the position of the camshaft, 
we can write the following equation to define the forward 
kinematics of the motion:
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In (2), Rϕ  and Lϕ  are the right and left leg’s shaft angles, 
respectively. θ represents the orientation of the robot in a 2D 
space, and R(θ) represents the rotation matrix between the 

Figure 3. The CAD drawing of the mold for manufacturing the 
c-shaped leg. The light blue part is the bottom part of the mold, and the 
dark blue is the top part. The yellow part is the camshaft.

Figure 4. CAD drawings of a backbone couple. Four horizontal holes 
show the pin locations to lock with the module body, and grey squares 
are magnets that enables the connection. Lock couples on each side 
provide stiffness.
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inertial frame and the body frame, while l states the half of 
the length between the two legs. x  and θ  represents the 
translational velocity ( v ) and rotational velocity (ω) in the 
inertial frame, respectively. r( Rϕ ) and r( Lϕ ) stands for the 
radius function that changes accoding to the three different 
motion modes. Lastly, subscript I shows that the vector is in 
inertial frame.

Similarly, we can express the inverse differential kine-
matics equations for our robot by using the effective radius 
instead of the constant radius value used for differential ro-
bots:

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

1 0 1

1 0 1
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r r
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ϕ
θ
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(3)

An important point to note about the inverse kinematic 
equations is that, in pure rotation mode of the motion, whe-
re ( ) 0r ϕ = , the calculations for the rotation rate of the 
c-shaped legs approach to infinity. To solve this issue, a ma-
ximum frequency for the rotation is defined for this mode of 
the motion which is chosen as 2 Hz to prevent damaging the 
motor with overloading.

Because of the varying radius assumption, there is a 
difference between the simulations when we assume the ro-
bot as a differential-drive wheeled robot and the simulations 
when we use the varying radius assumption for the legs. Fig. 
5 shows this difference. The blue line shows the robot run-
ning on 2Hz, during 5 seconds on trot gait where left and 
right legs have 180°  phase differences. The red line shows 
the robot running on 2Hz, for 5 seconds, and in this case, we 
assume the robot as a differential-drive robot. As it can be 
seen from the straight line, when we assume it as a differen-
tial-drive, we cannot imply phase differences in the simu-
lation. The difference between traveled distances is caused 
by the varying radius assumption. In this assumption robot 
does not move in the pure rotation mode of the motion and 
this causes robot to move less.

Path Tracking of the Robot

As we mentioned above, animals use distinct ways to 
communicate and learn where to go for the task. Previ-
ously developed reconfigurable robots in the literature 
use different ways to find the goal position. For instance, 
researchers in [18] use LEDs and photoresistors mounted 
on their swarm robots. When a single module cannot ac-
complish a task, it turns on its LED, and the second robot 
moves toward the light source by measuring the light in-
tensity at predetermined intervals. However, this method 
is only possible when there isn’t a flooding external light 
source. Other researchers use RGB LEDs combined with 
a camera, proximity sensors, and an algorithm that ma-
kes use of a neural network that maps the data from the 
sensors to the motors [19]. In the robot named PolyBot, 
the system uses infrared proximity sensors to measure 
the distance between the modules [20]. Because there is 
limited space for electronic boards many miniature ro-
bots cannot use onboard positioning sensors. Some of 
them use overhead cameras [21], while others use exter-
nal motion trackers to follow the position of their mini-
ature reconfigurable robots [22], [23]. Because we need 
precise position data to control the motion of our modu-
les, we use a motion tracking system (OptiTrack, Flex13) 
to receive the pose information of the modules. With the 
help of this information, we can control the modules to 
move toward each other.

Our modules with the ability to move each other can 
perform different swarm applications. For instance, one 
module of REMIRO has more mobility than a multi-modu-
le combination of the robot. One module can quickly move 
around confined spaces and easily maneuver, while a multi-
module cannot fit or operate.  However, when there is a need 
to climb an obstacle in the field, several modules of the RE-
MIRO can dock to each other and climb the obstacle, then 
undock and continue their separate tasks. Because of these 
obligations, we use c-shaped legs that can improve the loco-

Figure 5. Forward kinematics simulations for the robot. The blue line 
shows the position of the robot for varying radius assumption, the red 
line shows the position of the robot for a differential-drive assumption.

Figure 6. REMIRO module drawing, showing the path tracking of it 
from starting position (left and down) to the goal position (right and up).
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motion performance on flat ground and obstacle climbing.

Because we have compliant c-shaped legs, there is al-
ways a gap between the mathematical motion models and 
the actual motion of the robot. This gap prevents us from 
implementing a path tracking algorithm without using fe-
edback. In this work, we implement a feedback controller 
similar to the controller proposed in [24]. 

In Fig. 6, a REMIRO module can be seen that goes from 
a starting pose from the lower left to the goal pose in the 
upper right corner. In Fig. 6, ρ is the distance between the 
starting position and the goal position. α is the angle bet-
ween the XR and the ρ vector (goes from start to goal point). 
θ is the angle between the XG and XR . Finally, β is the angle 
between the ρ vector and XG . The following equations give 
those values:

2 2x yρ = ∆ + ∆         (4)

( )2atan y, xα θ= − + ∆ ∆ (5)

β θ α= − −      (6)

After calculating ρ,α, and β on each step, the feedback 
controller calculates the desired v  (translational velocity) 
and ω (rotational velocity) as the controller output as shown 
in the following equations:

v kρρ= (7)

w k kα βα β= +          (8)

To implement a controller that can work in every quad-

rant we need to check α value. If ,
2 2
π πα  ∈ −  

, we can use the 
translational velocity as it is shown in (7). But if 

, ,
2 2
π πα π π   ∈ − − ∪ −     

, we must redefine the forward directi-
on of the robot by setting v v= − . After calculating translati-
onal velocity ( x ) and rotational velocity (θ ), we calculate 
right and left leg velocities using eq. (3).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the previous section, we use a motion 
tracking system to track the pose of the modules. This 
motion tracking system can provide 120 Hz pose data for 
two modules. As seen in Fig. 7, after we collect the pose 
data, the path tracking algorithm takes those poses as 
input and produces translational velocity and rotational 
velocity values as controller outputs. Then, we calculate 
right and left leg velocities. After calculating these frequ-
ency values, our control unit passes those values to the 
modules.

In this work, we conduct experiments to see the suc-
cess of the proposed forward kinematics model and the path 
tracking algorithm. Because we used compliant c-shaped 
legs to have better locomotion over different surfaces, we 
observe some differences between our simulation and expe-
riment results. When our module runs on 2Hz with trot gait 
(180° phase difference between the legs), both simulations 
and experiments have a drift toward the +y direction as can 
be seen in Fig. 8. We also conduct the same experiment for 
the pronk gait (0° phase difference between the legs). Fig. 9 
shows the results of the pronk gait simulations and expe-
riments. In this case, our module maintains a straight line 
in its overall motion. In both experiments, we can see fluc-
tuations. We can explain this motion characteristic with 
the use of compliant c-shaped legs, which brings a rocking 

Figure 7. System architecture for communication.

Figure 8. Forward kinematics simulations with an experiment for 
a module running on 2Hz with trot gait. The blue line represents the 
simulation result, while red markers represent the actual module 
running under the motion tracking system.

Figure 9. Forward kinematics simulations with an experiment for 
a module running on 2Hz with pronk gait. The blue line represents 
the simulation result, while red markers represent the actual module 
running under motion the tracking system.
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motion that cannot be fully captured with a 2D kinematic 
model.

We verify our path tracking algorithm with various 
experiments. Fig. 10 shows three different path tracking ex-
periments. In these experiments, we place our modules to a 
starting pose, assign a goal pose, and investigate the motion 
from start to the goal position. Each color in the figure rep-
resents a different experiment, starting points are defined 
as S1, S2, and S3, while goal points are defined as G1, G2 
and G3. In total we did five experiments, our modules were 
able to move to final poses with an average positioning error 
of 5 mm and an average orientation error of 22° . The main 
reason for these errors is again the compliant structure of 
the c-shaped legs and the kinematics differences between 
the c-shaped legs and standard wheels. In the experiments 
shown in Fig. 10, we assign a threshold value that stops the 
modules when they come close enough to the goal pose. Be-
cause of this threshold value our modules stops early some-

times and that is cause of the gaps between final points and 
the goal positions in the second and the third experiments. 
This threshold is set so that the modules do not bump into 
each other while docking, yet it is small enough that it does 
not affect docking performance negatively.

In wheeled differential-drive assumption, we cannot 
imply gaits. Also, we cannot imply three different mode mo-
tions that c-legged assumption has. Fig. 11 shows the simu-
lation results for both wheel assumption (differential-drive), 
c-legged assumption (varying radius), and experiment re-
sults for the same starting point and goal point.  Because 
of the soft c-shaped legs, there is a difference between si-
mulations and the experiment. The difference between the 
simulations comes from the c-shaped leg assumption.

The proposed backbone design with magnets provides 
enough attraction force to keep the modules together du-
ring obstacle scaling and rough terrain locomotion. For ins-
tance, in our experiments, while a single-module-robot can-
not climb a 15-mm-obstacle, when two modules are docked 
together, we observe that the robot can climb an obstacle 
with a height of 25 mm. Also, with the help of the proposed 
backbone design and the compliant c-shaped legs, our robot 
can move on terrain that is significantly rough compared to 
its size, such as a gravel-covered surface, as shown in Fig. 12.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we propose a path tracking algorithm for 
our reconfigurable, foldable, and miniature robot (RE-
MIRO) and magnetic backbone design that enables the 
reconfigurable structure for our modules. Moreover, we 
apply c-legged kinematics to our robot’s model to inves-
tigate the difference between the kinematics of our robot 
and the kinematics of a regular, wheeled differential drive 
robot. Our results indicate that our modules can move 
from one pose to another to dock with another module 
using the proposed path tracking algorithm. Also, our 
backbone design with permanent magnets can provide 
the required attraction force to keep the modules to-
gether while providing the needed soft structure in the 
backbones. This soft structure helps the robot to move 
around complex environments such as surfaces covered 
with gravel. 

Figure 10. Path tracking experiments for one module. Each color 
represents a different trial. S1, S2, and S3 show the starting points, while 
G1, G2, and G3 show the goal points.

Figure 11. The path tracking experiment is shown with blue markers, 
the green line represents the simulation results for c-legged assumption, 
and the red line represents the simulation results for the wheeled 
assumption.

Figure 12. REMIRO with two modules moving on a surface covered with gravel.
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In our future work, we are planning to conduct more 
experiments to further investigate the success rate of doc-
king. Also, we are planning to implement an undocking 
procedure and a detection mechanism that can detect the 
docked modules. Finally, we are planning to conduct a 
comprehensive study on the locomotion characteristics of 
the reconfigurable robot.
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